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Synopsis We present a theoretical method to extract photoelectron and nuclear kinetic energy spectra of
molecules under intense ultrashort laser pulses. The method is applied to H+2 photoionization and dissociation
within a 3D model of the H+2 molecule [1]. This method is an extension to molecules of the resolvent technique
originally proposed for atoms [2], which was recently implemented to extract absolute values of photoelectron and
nuclear kinetic energy spectra [3, 4].
One of the most valuables informations that
we can extract from a theoretical solution of the
Time-Dependent Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE)
is the spectra of the fragments. In a molecule
we can have different fragments and the usually
calculated spectra are the photoelectron spectra
and the nuclear kinetic energy release. These two
spectra can provide more information in a corre-
lated spectra [5]. In this work we have extended
the resolvent technique to molecules within a 3D
model of the H+2 molecule [1]. To achieve that
we propose a factorization of the resolvent oper-
ator into an electronic resolvent operator and a
nuclear resolvent operator, where the first one se-
lects a given electronic state and the second one
extracts the probability associated to a given vi-
bronic energy [4].
Rˆ = RˆN Rˆele (1)
This method allows to extract differential prob-
ability densities for the different ionization and
dissociation channels in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation.
We have studied the multiphoton ionization
of the H+2 molecule with low intensities of the
laser field and we are able to obtain fully dif-
ferential spectra both in nuclear and electronic
energy and also angular distributions. With a
fully differential spectra we are capable of provid-
ing a much more complete description of the dy-
namics behind photoionization and photodisso-
ciation. Our results have been successfully com-
pared with those previously obtained in the lit-
erature [6].
Figure 1. KER spectra resulting from a pulse with
central frequencies ω = 0.6 a.u. The pulse duration
is indicated in the figure. We have used relatively
low intensities (1012 W/cm2). We also show the
results from Ref. [6] (dashed lines).
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